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Chapter 1. IBM Sterling Supplier Portal - An Overview

IBM® Sterling Supplier Portal provides a web portal for businesses wanting to
integrate with non EDI trading partners. This integration is achieved by enabling
document-based transactions between sponsors (buyers) and partners (suppliers)
through web communities. As part of these web trading communities, sponsors
can transact documents in EDI, while their non EDI trading partners send and
receive documents through web-based forms using a web browser.

Note: EDI capable suppliers can use Sterling Supplier Portal for the Vendor
Compliance feature. They can register as a partner to a Chargeback Only
community and can access their chargeback documents as well as review the
Non-compliance Summary report.

A sponsor creates a trading community and configures it with certain business
rules. The sponsor then invites partners to join the community. partners can
become partners of multiple sponsors, based on the invitations issued by the
sponsors.

Sponsors use the IBM® Sterling B2B Collaboration Network to route the Purchase
Orders (POs) that they send to partners as web forms. To review and process POs,
partners receive information through their Dashboard about the tasks they should
perform next, as well as overdue tasks.

Sponsors can provide their brand logo, validation rules, and select a user interface
layout for the following forms:
v Purchase Order (PO)
v Acknowledgement
v Advance Shipment Notice (ASN)
v Invoice

Partners enter the required information into the Acknowledgement, Advance
Shipment Notification (ASN), and Invoice forms to be sent to the sponsor. Sterling
Supplier Portal supports documents that are in American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) X12, Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce,
and Transport (EDIFACT), and Sterling XML formats.

Major Features

A sponsor can configure a community and set up an account for carrier integration
to allow generation of carrier labels by partners. For such communities, the
sponsor can provide the dimensions of the default container for the community. A
partner can generate a tracking number and print a carrier label for a shipment
that is created in response to a PO. The partner can create only one container for
the entire shipment. The carrier label will be placed on the container for the
shipment.

A sponsor can configure a community to make the task of packing items in
containers and generating container labels mandatory for partners. The sponsor
can also mandate whether the partners must use cases, pallets, or both to pack the
items in the shipment. The partners cannot send the shipment without packing the
items in the container specified by the sponsor, or generate the corresponding
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container labels. If the sponsor does not configure a community to mandate that
partners should pack items in containers and generate container labels, the
partners can still choose to pack an order or a shipment in cases, pallets, or both
and generate the corresponding container labels. Sterling Supplier Portal provides
a default container label in the GS1-128 format.

If the sponsor is also subscribed to IBM® Sterling Supply Chain Visibility, updated
trading partner information is posted to Sterling Supply Chain Visibility when a
partner joins the Sterling Supplier Portal community. This enables sponsors to
generate reports, using Sterling Supply Chain Visibility, to compare the relative
performance of various suppliers in a supplier group.

A sponsor who is subscribed to IBM® Sterling Transportation Management System
can plan load details for partners. If the sponsor has performed all the required
configurations to enable route planning, the sponsor can send orders to partners
mandating that the shipments for those orders require route planning. Once they
receive the orders, the partners will need to send such shipments for route
planning. The sponsor can then plan a load for this order, and send the route plan
back to the partner containing information such as carrier details, pick up time,
and so on.
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Chapter 2. Sterling Supplier Portal Users

Sterling Supplier Portal is used to facilitate electronic trading communities used by
a sponsor organization and multiple partner organizations.

Sponsor

In Sterling Supplier Portal, a sponsor is a buyer organization that maintains a
trading community. A sponsor can perform the following tasks:
v Create web communities and set the document choreography, business rules,

EDI specifications, display, and data formats for each web community.
v Invite partners to join a web community, and logically group partners based on

business rules.
v Configure their communities to display documents to partners as web forms

with the sponsor's logo and branding.

Partner

In Sterling Supplier Portal, a partner is an organization that supplies products to a
sponsor. A partner gets onboarded to the system after completing the registration
process and responding to the invitation. A partner can perform the following:
v View new orders and changed orders.
v Acknowledge, ship, and invoice orders, if the community configuration permits.
v Keep track of next tasks, overdue tasks, and open orders.
v Become buyer-compliant and gain more marketing opportunities by joining

other trading communities.
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Chapter 3. Features Overview

IBM Sterling Supplier Portal provides a web portal for businesses wanting to
integrate with non EDI trading partners. This topic provides a brief description of
the Sterling Supplier Portal application features.

Globalization Support
Sterling Supplier Portal enables sponsors to communicate with the suppliers in a
selected language. Partners (suppliers) can view the community configuration
details in the language selected by their sponsor.

Manage Communities and Partners (Sponsor Task)
A community that is created by a sponsor is a logical grouping of partners based
on the business and validation rules configured by the sponsor. Sponsors create
campaigns and send invitations to trading partners to join a web community.

A campaign can be either Static or Dynamic. In the case of Static campaigns,
sponsors cannot add partners to the campaign after the campaign is notified.
However, for Dynamic campaigns, partners can be added to the campaign even
after the campaign is notified. Sponsors can export the list of partners who have
been added to a campaign and save the list in Comma Separated Values (CSV)
format. Sponsors can also resend the email invitation to those invitees who did not
respond to the invitation to join a community.

A supplier can also become a partner of multiple sponsors by accepting invitations
from multiple sponsors to join communities.

Sponsors can perform the following:
v Create a partner in the system.
v Create a community.
v Configure a community as a web community and perform additional

configurations to the web community.
v Add partners to a community or remove partners from a community.
v Post messages within a community.
v Edit an existing community.
v View partner details.

When sponsors configure their community as a web community, they must select a
sequence of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) documents to set the rules for their
community. This sequence of EDI documents is termed as the choreography for
that community.

Generate Reports (Sponsor Task)
Sterling Supplier Portal enables sponsors to generate reports in order to analyze
the documents used to transact with suppliers.

Sponsors can generate the following reports:
v Aged Unread Report
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v Form Activity Report
v Mail Box Summary Report
v Interface Summary Report
v Error Details Report

Aged Unread Report

Sponsors can generate a report of the documents sent to the suppliers that are in
Unread status. This report also displays information about the duration for which
each document has been in Unread status.

Form Activity Report

Sponsors can generate a report of the documents that are exchanged with the
suppliers. This report groups the documents based on the document type. This
report also displays the total number of documents used in a transaction.

Mail Box Summary Report

Sponsors can generate a report pertaining to the supplier mail box. This report also
shows whether documents are outbound or inbound, with information about the
document type and their description. This report also shows whether an inbound
document is Read or Unread.

Interface Summary Report

Sponsors can view the interface summary report that provides a summary of
information pertaining to both the incoming and outgoing documents that were
processed within a specific time period, ordered by the dates on which the
documents were processed. The interface summary information is displayed as a
table as well as a chart.

This summary displays a list of documents that were processed within the
specified time period, the dates on which the documents were processed, the
number of documents that were processed successfully, the number of documents
that failed processing, and the percentage of documents that failed processing.

Sponsors can also view the error summary report that provides a list of all the
errors that occurred for a document that was processed on a specific date. This
report provides the error codes, short descriptions, and explanations for each of the
errors that occurred while the document was being processed. This report also
provides the number of documents that failed processing because of the same
error.

Error Details Report

The interface error details report enables sponsors to drill into the details of each
document failure. You can find errors based on date, document type, error code,
partner ID (supplier ID), or one of the many document-specific reference fields.
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Review and Process Orders (Partner Task)
Sterling Supplier Portal enables partners to review and process new Purchase
Orders (POs) and Change Purchase Orders sent by their sponsors. These
documents can be reviewed and processed from the Dashboard through various
panels.

When a partner receives a PO or Change PO from a sponsor, the document is
listed adjacent to New Communications in the Overview panel. The partner can
then review the order and mark the document as read to enable it for processing.
After the order is marked as read, a list of tasks that a partner must complete in
order to fulfill the open order within the specified number of days is displayed in
the Next Tasks panel. These tasks are displayed based on the choreography
selected for the community to which the partner belongs.

The partner can perform the following tasks pertaining to a PO:
v Acknowledge an order
v Invoice an order
v Ship an order
v Invoice a shipment
v View the payments for an order

If certain tasks are not completed within the completion due dates, these tasks are
added to the list of overdue tasks in the Overdue Tasks panel.

Partners can also view a comprehensive view of POs that they receive from
different Sponsors in the Open Orders panel of the Dashboard.

Partial Acknowledgement
The Partial Acknowledgement feature enables the partners to partially
acknowledge an order depending on community configuration.

The acknowledgment can be sent in multiple steps by adding part of the quantity
at a time. The partially acknowledged quantity should satisfy the configured
business rules. You can also exclude some of the order lines while sending an
acknowledgment. The acknowledgment sent to your sponsor will not contain the
excluded orderlines.

Vendor Compliance
The Vendor Compliance is an optional module that allows Sterling Supplier Portal
sponsors to set up and enforce compliance levels with you, their supplier.

A sponsor who is subscribed to Sterling Supply Chain Visibility can define vendor
compliance rules. These rules will result in generating the chargebacks against the
partner and when this happens you can view those chargeback records in Sterling
Supplier Portal. The Sterling Supply Chain Visibility application can send new
chargebacks, or updates/cancellations to the existing chargebacks.

When a noncompliance event occurs, Sterling Supply Chain Visibility facilitates a
process that brings a resolution within a predefined time frame, called the
mediation period. At the conclusion, the Sterling Supply Chain Visibility
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application can route a final chargeback document to a Buyer ERP system. A
document sent from a Buyer ERP system to Sterling Supply Chain Visibility can
also trigger a noncompliance event.

EDI Capable Suppliers
EDI capable suppliers can use Sterling Supplier Portal for the Vendor Compliance
feature. They can register as a partner to a Chargeback Only community and
access their chargeback documents as well as review the non-compliance summary
report.

Ship From Locations
Sterling Supplier Portal enables you to configure the ship from locations that can
be used by sponsors and partners. Partners and sponsors can create their versions
of ship from locations.

Sponsors can configure the ship from locations in their system. This helps to
prevent errors while receiving the Advance Shipment Notifications (ASNs) from
their partners. While creating a community, the sponsor can set the ship from
location option for their partners to any of the following rules:
v Any location
v Supplier created locations approved by their sponsors
v Locations specified by their sponsors

While creating a shipment, a list of ship from locations are available to the partner
based on the community configuration by their sponsor. When a partner adds,
modifies, or deletes the ship from location details, its sponsor is notified of the
change. Sponsors can also view the ship from location details of their partners.

Configure PO Print
Sterling Supplier Portal enables the sponsors to display the Requested Shipment
and Delivery Date range in the PO Print option.

About this task

Certain configurations have to be performed in order to display the date ranges,
for which you must contact the IBM support team.

Configure Replace Order
Sterling Supplier Portal enables the sponsors to replace an existing order.

About this task

After you perform the replace order configuration and you create an order that
already exists in the system, the document is treated as a change order. By default
the replace order option is not available for a new community. You should perform
some additional configuration to replace an order. For more information on
configuring replace order, contact the IBM Support team.
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Service Agent
Sterling Supplier Portal also supports the concept of Service Agents, who are third
party vendors.

About this task

The Service Agents are individuals that supply products to the sponsors and
handle multiple suppliers. A sponsor can have more than one Service Agent that
cater to a group of suppliers. In Sterling Supplier Portal, the sponsor company is
the parent company of a Service Agent. The Service Agent can view the chargeback
data and the related documents for all the suppliers pertaining to it.
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Chapter 4. Sterling Supplier Portal Advantage

Sponsors (buyers) are streamlining their business processes and reducing manual
processes. Small and Medium Business (SMB) partners typically lack a way to
provide their data in an electronic format and must rely on manual processes.
Manual processes are error-prone and expensive.

The following are the common challenges that businesses face:
v Lack of cost-effective means through which enterprises can reach their smaller

trading partners, which is necessary to accelerate the supply chain.
v No consolidated solution for SMBs to facilitate compliance with buyer initiatives.
v Lack of tools to track performance effectively, and improve the same with

supplier score cards.

In such a scenario, Sterling Supplier Portal provides a documents-based
collaborative solution to be used between sponsors and partners.

Sterling Supplier Portal enables a sponsor to create a community and on-board
partners rapidly. This involves the following:
v Creating and configuring web communities by sponsors.
v Registering Partners to join new communities.

Sponsors can use the existing templates for forms and configure various business
rules, fields to be displayed, and so on.

Sterling Supplier Portal provides application-based integration, which enables
tighter integration of Sterling Supplier Portal with Sterling B2B Collaboration
Network. Sterling Supplier Portal integrates with Sterling Transportation
Management System to enable route planning. Sponsors can use Sterling
Transportation Management System to plan a load for the shipments sent by their
partners. A sponsor configures a Vendor ID for each partner in Sterling
Transportation Management System, which should be same as the partner ID that
is entered by the sponsor when creating that partner.

To summarize, Sterling Supplier Portal provides the following:
v Web presentation to enable smaller trading partners to become buyer-compliant.
v Solution that allows sponsors to set up communities with certain business rules,

select and configure user interface templates for forms, branding, and so on.
v Task-based Dashboard that enables trading partners to respond quickly and

manage the supply chain better.
v Configure a business calendar for the sponsor organization, and specify

non-working days such as holidays and special events. For all the partners, the
date-based alerts are raised considering only the working days that have been
defined in this business calendar.
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Chapter 5. Service Level Offering Policy

Service levels are defined based on two categories: Service Level Objectives and
Service Level Agreements.

Definitions

For a service level to be included, it must meet the criteria of measurable,
trackable, monitorable, and defendable, as determined by the B2B Services PLM
and Cloud Services Operations group.

Service Level Objectives (SLO)

Service levels that are defined as part of the overall support plan of IBM
B2B Services that govern the processes, support levels, and service levels
that IBM strives to achieve with their client.

Threshold Metrics

The specific measures, by service level, that define the levels of
performance by which IBM will hold itself accountable based on the
definitions of Service Level Objectives and Service Level Agreements.

Metric Formula

The specific calculation equation created to effectively measure the
threshold metric.
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Service Level Objectives Categories and Metric

This section provides the definitions of the Service Levels for Up Time.

Table 1. Service Level Objectives Categories and Metric

Metric
Metric
Category Definition

Threshold
Metric Metric Formula

Production
Availability

Up Time Up Time is the period of
time during which the
production system
processing for the service is
available for all users of the
service for which they have
appropriate permissions.

Up Time does not include
the period of time when the
Service is not available as a
result of: planned system
downtime, force Majeure,
problems with Customer or
third party applications,
equipment or data,
customer or third party acts
or omissions, failure to
adhere to required system
configurations and
supported platforms,
service interruptions, or
disruptions caused by other
services performed on
behalf of the client based on
an SOW

Up Time =
% of
Attainment
of Goal

Minutes Service is
Available During
Month/Minutes in
Month less Up
Time exclusions

SLO Requirement for Uptime

Table 2. SLO Requirement for Uptime

Metric Category SLO Threshold Metric

Up Time Avg. 99.9% per month
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law

IBM Japan Ltd.

19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku

Tokyo 103-8510, Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
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incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation

J46A/G4

555 Bailey Avenue

San Jose, CA 95141-1003

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available. This information contains
examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate them
as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals,
companies, brands, and products. All of these names are ficticious and any
similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is
entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
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This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:

© IBM 2013. Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample Programs.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2013.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and
trademark information” at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States,
and/or other countries.

Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

Connect Control Center®, Connect:Direct®, Connect:Enterprise, Gentran®,
Gentran:Basic®, Gentran:Control®, Gentran:Director®, Gentran:Plus®,
Gentran:Realtime®, Gentran:Server®, Gentran:Viewpoint®, Sterling Commerce™,
Sterling Information Broker®, and Sterling Integrator® are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Sterling Commerce, Inc., an IBM Company.

Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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